
More missing strokes 
The examples on this page look more closely at some more of the problems that were listed in the twelve points
of legibility on page 40. They show the effects of uncompleted and distorted joining strokes. Letters must be
distinctly separated. Melting somehow into the next letter causes wonderful confusion.

The first example shows some adequate joins and then spoils it. Here you could try a<ya<ya<y then the words
w>a<y and d<a<y. Look at any text that she has written and you will probably find a few other instances of
similar errors. Then between you, make up short sentences to include words using those other joins.

The second pupil needs similar treatment. She may be having trouble with other top joining letters as well as
‘w’. Try v‡n<v‡n<v‡n as well as w‡n<w‡n<w before a sentence like: ‘Ou<r o®@w‡n r>o®@w}e©r>[ r>o®@w v}e©r¬@@y w}e©l<l’.
The next script will need a bit of sorting out. I am sure the girl thinks it very decorative but with an incomplete
‘u’ which curls over the top of very short descenders it becomes hard to decipher. Her Greek ‘d’ is quite
acceptable at the end of a word. First sort out her ‘u’ with the usual uyuyuy then help her to straighten her l
with i<l<i<l<i<l<i<l, and her heights with i<l<t<i<l<t<i<l<t<i<l<t. ‘Little’ is a good word for her. It might be more successful for this
girl to copy one of her own sentences so she can compare the difference between her reformed writing and her
original.

The next pupil does not complete the ‘h’. This can be dealt with by the sequences h<n<h<n<h<n<h<n and hÿ©n<hÿ©n<hÿ©n<hÿ©n.
After that she can copy her own sentence starting: ‘Whÿ©n s©hÿ b©r¬@u<@@@µ[©hÿ©d hÿ©r h<a<i<r’. 
The final pupil has got to learn to complete the letter ‘a’ before proceeding. Try a<l<a<l<a<l before a<t<a<t<a<t and ‘t<hÿ
c·a<t s©a<t o®@@n t<hÿ m<a<t’.
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More missing strokes

A stroke is missing between ‘a’ and ‘y’.

A ‘w’ without a space or a joining stroke looks like ‘u’.

Incomplete ‘u’ joins badly making ‘out’ and ‘would’ illegible.

Unfinished ‘h’ slides carelessly into the next letter.

Sloppy ‘a’ without proper downstroke looks like ‘o’.




